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As the world slowly but surely recovers from the impact of the
COVID-19 crisis, we’re getting ready to work from the office
from January 2021. Our team has made all arrangements to
ensure a clean, safe workplace that allows us to deliver the
highest levels of performance.

2020 has presented us with many challenges but we were able
to overcome them very effectively, thanks to robust, timely
measures; we delivered excellent services to our customers,
safely, earning rich accolades.  

The UK is one of the largest markets of Salesforce products,
and we see many opportunities in the country and the European
region in the coming days. We intend to open an office in
London to provide world-class services to companies in the
region. 

We’re happy to inform you we’ve signed agreements with seven
well-known companies. The quarter also saw us participate in
Dreamforce 2020, the annual Salesforce user conference.   

We collaborated with Akshaya Patra, a not-for-profit
organization, as part of our association with the Pledge 1%
movement; members of our team provided Happiness Kits
containing nutritious food, immunity-boosting materials and
learning articles to financially-disadvantaged kids. It was a truly
gratifying experience.  

It’s 2021, and let me begin by wishing you a very happy
New Year. As we continue our journey of excellence, it’s
time for us to work with renewed hope and vigor; the
COVID-19 pandemic left many bitter memories, and let’s
pray and wish the new year will be much better.  

The bygone year was tough, but the perseverance and hard
work of our people ensured our success. The dedicated
efforts of Solunites delighted our customers and paved the
way for our rapid growth in the coming year.

We’ll be back in the office from January 2021, although in a
staggered fashion. I believe the corporate world will be able
to fully recover from the effects of the global health crisis in
the new year and present us with new opportunities to grow
and add value.

At Solunus, we always strive to deliver the best value to our
customers, and this was proved once again when we signed
agreements with seven reputed organizations. Catch up
with all the action at Solunus in the last quarter, as we gear
up to meet the needs of our customers in the new year.

Sudhakar Pennam

Wishing you a very happy and successful 2021.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XKUa7YgVlm8


100% CRM Mobility: You can access
and use all business data and get real-
time insights with the same ease as you
would on your computer using this mobile
app. 
Absolute Platform-neutrality:
Salesforce1 is one of the few mobile
systems that can be used seamlessly on
all popular mobile platforms, including
iOS and Android. 
Unparalleled Data Security: You can
mandate second-factor verification,
besides enforcing the Virtual Private
Network (VPN) connection and Mobile
Device Management (MDM) policies.  
Top-notch Analytics Capabilities:
Salesforce1 is fully integrated with
Salesforce Einstein's suite of analytics
tools, empowering business users to
perform real-time data analyses.  
Very Simple to Use: People with no
coding skills can use Salesforce1 with
little effort thanks to more than 500 drag-
and-drop components.

5 Fabulous Benefits of Using
Salesforce1

BLOG TRIAD
How Salesforce1 Makes Your Business Truly Mobile – The Experts Tell 
Salesforce1 is a cutting-edge, integrated mobile CRM system that enables businesses

to deliver ultra-high levels of customer satisfaction and ensure rapid growth. To find

out more about this innovative mobile platform, we spoke to Raja Raghavendra Rao

and Dilip Singh Bhola. Here’re the insights from the two experts.   Blog Link

FROM THE EXPERT’S MIND

QUARTER POST

We are very glad to tell you we participated actively in Salesforce’s annual user
conference Dreamforce 2020. The event was held virtually for the first time in its
history, due to the COVID-19 problem. We interacted with our peers and exchanged
our experiences, during the highly successful mega online event.

Solunus Attended Dreamforce 2020 Held Virtually

BY: RAJA RAGHAVENDRA RAO

Seven New Clients Added to Our Long List of Satisfied Customers

At Solunus, we leave no stone unturned to deliver solutions of the highest quality that
perfectly meet the needs of our customers. This commitment helped us win contracts
from reputed companies in various sectors. The new clients are INVNT (a digital
marketing powerhouse), Sonos and OnePlus (world-leading electronic product
manufacturers), Western Union, Apax and Siebert (financial services giants) and
Novozymes (a global leader in the life sciences vertical). We look forward to working
with these companies to create the best value.

Sell Successfully with Salesforce Sales Cloud Einstein Lead Scoring 
Many companies that use a set of fixed criteria to score leads are facing various

problems in converting the leads into tangible revenues. How can these problems be

overcome? What does it take to score leads effectively to enhance the bottom line?

Find the answers in this informative post.  Blog link

Salesforce Commerce Cloud — The Gateway to B2B E-Commerce Success 
The B2B world is undergoing a dramatic transformation – the online revolution has

completely changed the way companies choose vendors and buy products. Today, the

business organization places equal emphasis on customer service as the products it

purchases. Check out this interesting write-up to know how companies can deliver

smooth online buying experiences and delight their customers. Blog Link

Solunus Launches Campus Connexions to Recruit the Best

It is well-said the success of a company is the function of the quality of its human
capital. We spare no effort to hire the best talent; recently, we've launched a program
called Campus Connexions to attract highly-skilled people from prestigious
institutions of higher learning such as the Indian Institutes of Technology (IITs) and
the Indian Institutes of Management (IIMs). As part of the program, Solunus provides
internships and recruits students of these premier educational institutes. The
program was a huge success and many reputed engineering and management
colleges have requested us to conduct placement drives at their campuses.

The Solunus Family Gets Larger by 17

We are happy to tell you our team got bigger by seventeen this quarter. The new
recruitees bring in diverse skills and further strengthen our capabilities to deliver
excellent services and the highest levels of customer satisfaction. The newly-hired
employees represent a perfect mix of talented graduates and experienced
professionals; they indeed make our organization more vibrant and enable us to
serve our customers better.

https://www.solunus.com/how-salesforce1-makes-your-business-truly-mobile-the-experts-tell
https://www.linkedin.com/in/raja-raghavendra-rao-gaddale-5bb61220/
https://www.solunus.com/sell-successfully-with-salesforce-sales-cloud-einstein-lead-scoring
https://www.solunus.com/salesforce-commerce-cloud-the-gateway-to-b2b-e-commerce-success


SALESFORCE ADMINISTRATION

“We had a recent event where we needed data out of our Salesforce database,

which we can see at an opportunity level, but can’t seem to access through

any means to roll the data up to a meaningful reporting mechanism to leverage

to run the business. Out-of-the-box tools wouldn’t work, the current toolsets to

dump data to SQL would fail due to size, and we found ourselves in an ‘all

hands on deck’ situation. Solunus’ team stepped up, over a weekend, with

more than one sleepless night, and met the immediate need. While thankful for

stepping up, the accomplishment isn’t what I want to celebrate. I want to

celebrate Solunites, simply for what they are and the positive impact they have

on ECi, our employees and our customers.”

Solunus will be participating in various Sales
Cloud accelerator webinars held by Salesforce
in the first quarter of 2021 (January to March).

We will also attend the virtual event London’s
Calling, Europe’s largest Salesforce user fest,
to be held on 19 March 2021.  

Our team would be participating in the
NASSCOM Technology and Leadership Forum
2021, which will be held from 17 to 19
February 2021.

The process of setting up our office in London
is likely to be completed by the end of the first
quarter (March 2021).

We will be undergoing advanced online
Instructor-led Training (ILT) on Marketing
Cloud in the first quarter of 2021.

DELIGHTED WORDS

FUTURE GLANCE

“IN EVERY END,
THERE IS ALSO A

BEGINNING.”

WISE QUOTE

It is well-said the mansion of success can be reached through the road filled with perseverance and hard work. Here are our

outperformers, whose single-minded dedication and penchant for quality helped win laurels for our company.

SOLUNUS SUPERHEROES

CERTIFIED CHAMPS

Todd Harkness |  Senior Vice President | Global Operations ECi Software Solutions, Inc.  

CPQ

PLATFORM DEVELOPER II

EINSTEIN ANALYTICS

PLATFORM DEVELOPER I

DILIP SINGH BHOLA

SRAVANTHI AITHA 

RAJA RAGHAVENDRA RAO GADDALE 

MANOHAR KY 

PALLAVI KONDURU 

VEERA VENI NADELLA 

ROHIT YERRAMSETTI 

DAMINI MEDATATI 

Dilip Singh Bhola Pragnya Koduganti

Dilip is a Salesforce

enthusiast with more than 12

years of experience. He

plays a vital role in

enhancing the technical

expertise of Solunus and

earned rich accolades from

ECi, one of our esteemed

customers. Kudos to Dilip!

Pragnya is one of the rising

stars of Solunus. Her

dedication coupled with her

meticulous approach to

work went a long way in

contributing to our

partnership with the INVNT

group. Three cheers to

Pragnya!

https://www.linkedin.com/in/singhd62/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/pragnya-koduganti-b7031714b/
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SUPER CLICKS

BY: MANOHAR Y

Sunny Life

BY:  VARA PRASAD M

Gateway to Fresh Start

BY: MOUNISHA S

Stony Beginning

BY: ASHRITA V

Budding Bud

Photography enables us to preserve our memories and share them with the wider world. When we capture a special moment

with the lens, it stays with us forever. Here’re a few amazing pictures shot by our people, as they welcome a new year with

hearts filled with happiness and hope.

BEHIND-THE-SCENES
It's fascinating to see what goes into the making of a fantastic workday, where people put in dedicated efforts to ensure the

highest levels of customer satisfaction. Here are a few photographs of our people delivering excellence to delight customers

from their home offices.


